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Service composition inServiceOrientedComputingconcernsnotonly integrationofhetero-
geneous distributed applications but also dynamic selection of services. Quality of Service
(QoS) plays a key role in service composition as services providing the same functionalities
can be differentiated according to their QoS guarantees. At subscription time, a service
requester and a providermay sign a contract recording the QoS of the supplied service. The
cc-pi calculus has been introduced as a constraint-based model of QoS contracts. In this
work we propose a variant of the cc-pi calculus in which the alternatives in a choice rather
than being selected non-deterministically have a dynamic priority. Basically, a guard cj : πj
in a choice is enabled if the constraint cj is entailed by the store of constraints and the preﬁx
πj can be consumed. Moreover, the jth branch can be selected not only if the corresponding
guard cj : πj is enabled but also if cj is weaker than the constraints ci of the other enabled
alternatives. We prove that our choice operator is more general than a choice operator
with static priority. Finally, we exploit some examples to show that our prioritised calculus
allows arbitrarily complex QoS negotiations and that a static form of priority is strictly less
expressive than ours.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Service Oriented Computing is a paradigm that builds upon the notion of services as interoperable elements that can
be dynamically discovered, selected, and invoked. Service Oriented Computing offers a promising solution for providing
applications in open dynamic environments, namely systems inwhich servicesmay appear and disappear unpredictably and
run-time changes like those on resource availability frequently take place. The features of such systems call for a mechanism
of service composition that is not only concerned with integrating business applications but also dynamically handles
service selection. Services may expose both functional properties (i.e. what they do) and non-functional properties (i.e. the
way they are supplied). Non-functional properties focus on the Quality of Service (QoS) and typically include performance,
availability, and cost. QoS parameters play an important role in service composition and, speciﬁcally, in dynamic discovery
and binding. Indeed, a service requestermay haveminimal QoS requirements belowwhich a service is not considered useful.
Moreover, multiple services thatmeet the functional requirements of a requester can still be differentiated according to their
non-functional properties.
A QoS contract is a contract between two parties, usually a service requester and a service provider, that records non-
functional properties about a service. TheQoS values appearing in a contract can be negotiated among the contracting parties
prior to service binding. If the QoS negotiation succeeds, the two parties can conclude a contract. In the simplest case, one of
the two parties exposes a contract template that the other party can ﬁll in with values in a given range. However, in general
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the two parties may need a real negotiation in which they place arbitrary complex policies. Moreover, if the parties fail to
reach an agreement, they may decide to increase their QoS offers or to weaken their requirements.
The concurrent constraint pi-calculus (cc-pi calculus) [8] has been introduced as a constrained-based model for QoS
contracts. The cc-pi calculus combines two main programming paradigms: name-passing calculi (see e.g. [14,17,22]) and
concurrent constraint programming [20,19]. Speciﬁcally, cc-pi inherits from the explicit fusion calculus [22] a symmetric,
synchronous mechanism of interaction between senders and receivers, where the sent name is ‘fused’ (i.e. identiﬁed) to the
received name and such explicit fusion allows using interchangeably the two names. Cc-pi generalises explicit fusions to be
constraints and introduces primitives for creating/removing constraints and for making logical checks on constraints. The
calculus also includes a restriction operation à la pi-calculus [15] that allows for local stores of constraints. Synchronisations
may have the effect of combining local stores of interacting processes into a global store.
The constraint systems adopted in cc-pi rely on named c-semirings, i.e. c-semirings [5] enriched with a notion of support
to express the relevant names of a constraint. C-semirings are quite adequate for modelling the so-called soft constraints, i.e.
constraints which do not return only true or false, but more informative values instead. In fact it is easy to deﬁne c-semirings
expressing fuzzy, hierarchical, or probabilistic values. Also, optimization algorithmswork on the so-called tropical c-semiring,
which consists of the reals plus inﬁnity with the operations of algebraic sum as ⊗ and min as ⊕. Several efﬁcient algorithms
deﬁned for ordinary, crisp constraints, like local propagation or dynamic programming, can be generalized to c-semirings.
Furthermore, the explicit notion of names in named c-semirings is suited to represent theories such asHerbrand uniﬁcations.
In cc-pi we can also capture different constraint satisfaction problems by changing the underlying named c-semiring of a
given process while keeping the same process speciﬁcation.
In this paper we present a variant of the cc-pi calculus in which the standard non-deterministic choice is replaced by a
form of prioritised guarded choice. We claim that this version is more suited tomodel the protocol followed by a negotiating
partner who usually has a given order of preference between its possible alternatives. The underlying idea is that guards
are pairs consisting of a constraint c and a preﬁx π , and that a guard is enabled if not only its preﬁx can be consumed but
also its constraint is entailed by the current store of constraints. We exploit the notion of division over c-semiring values
[4], which is well deﬁned under mild assumptions: intuitively, c ÷ d is the weakest constraint e such that the combination
d ⊗ e entails (or, equivalently, is stronger than) c. The ith branch of a choice can be selected if the guard ci : πi is enabled and
the current store of constraints C is such that C ÷ ci entails C ÷ ck , for every of the other k enabled alternatives. We prove
that (i) such a condition amounts to requiring that the constraint ci is weaker than any ck and, consequently, that (ii) if a
guard is enabled and its constraint is the top element of the underlying c-semiring 1 then it is a maximal enabled guard and
no enabled guard with constraint ck /= 1 can be maximal. For instance, if the store of constraints is x /= y both guards of the
process (1 : tell y = z.P) + (x /= y : retract y /= z.Q ) are enabled but 1 is entailed by (is weaker than) 1. Therefore, the ﬁrst
branch is chosen. Conversely, if the store is (x /= y) ∧ (y /= z) the tell action cannot be performed (y = z and (x /= y) ∧ (y /= z)
are inconsistent). Thus, only the second branch can be selected. Remark that the new choice operator requires changing the
synchronisationmechanism. Indeed, composing a process in parallel with an input/output actionmight contribute enabling
a guard, thus blocking the execution of a branch whose guard contains a stronger constraint.
The present prioritised cc-pi calculus decreases the level of non-determinismwhile not resolving it totally. Indeed, ifmore
than one branch can be selected at the same time, i.e. there are constraints that are either equal or unrelated, then the choice
is performed non-deterministically. Furthermore, the calculus keeps the degree of non-determinism arising from the inter-
leaved executions of processes running in parallel. For instance, if there are two choices running in parallel and the prioritised
transition semantics allows selecting an alternative within every choice, then any interleaving between them is allowed.
The proposed choice operator allows capturing arbitrary partial orders of priorities among enabled guards. As a formal
result about the expressiveness of the prioritised cc-pi calculus, we provide a reduction-preserving translation of a version
of choice with static priority in which the left-most branch is selected if the corresponding guard is enabled. In fact, this
result can be extended to show that any choice operator with a static or linear order of priority on the enabled guards is less
expressive than ours.
We formalise in the prioritised cc-pi a credit request service taken from a ﬁnance case study that has been provided by an
industrial partner of the EUProject Sensoria. In this scenario, there are three participants involved and theQoSparameters are
response time and cost. In a ﬁrst examplewemodel a QoS negotiation involving both parties andwe exploit the choice opera-
tor tomodel the fact that someQoS requirement canbeweaken if a contract cannotbe reachedotherwise. The secondexample
is meant to show that our prioritised choice is more expressive than a choice with static priority. In [7,9] we have addressed
another case study of the Sensoria Project taken from the Telecommunication domain. In [7,9] we have applied the original
calculus [8] for specifying Telco QoS policies and for enforcing them at execution time. By contrast, the present work is more
concernedwith the use of prioritised choice for modelling parties with a preference order among their possible alternatives.
Related work. We know of no other attempt to assign priorities to the alternatives of a choice operator in a constrained-based
paradigm. However, a number of approaches have been proposed for taking into account different aspects of priority using
process calculi (see e.g. [3,10,11,21,12] for a survey on this topic). Most of the contributions within this branch of research
assign priority values to actions and can be classiﬁed according to two main criteria: dynamic/static priority (referring to
the fact that action priorities may or may not change during computations) and global/local pre-emption (meaning that an
action with higher priority can or cannot pre-empt another action out its scope, hence modelling centralised or distributed
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system behaviours). We adopt the same approach as in [10] in which a prioritised choice is introduced rather than assigning
priorities to actions. However, the choice operator in [10] features a static priority that favours its left over its right argument
while the presence of constraints allows us to have dynamic priorities that depend on the store of constraints. Moreover,
our model differs from those ones like that in [21] in which the only possible synchronisations are those between processes
with the same priorities. Indeed, the mechanism in [21] does not ﬁt the negotiation scenarios we need to model.
Bistarelli and Santini [6] have presented a constraint-based model for SLAs as an extension of soft concurrent constraint
programming. The proposed model includes operations quite different from those of the cc-pi calculus, such as those for
relaxing the constraints involving a given set of variables and then adding a new constraint, and for checking if a constraint
is not entailed by the store. Coppo and Dezani-Ciancaglini [13] have proposed a calculus of contracts by combining the
basic primitives of the cc-pi calculus with the notion of sessions and session types to design communication protocols
which assure safe and reliable communication sequences. Bacciu et al. [2] have developed a formalism for specifying the
service guarantees and requester requirements on QoS and the negotiation mechanism. Unlike our model, their approach
relies on fuzzy sets rather than on c-semirings. Mukhija et al. [16] have proposed a QoS-aware approach to dynamic service
composition by providing a speciﬁcation language for QoS values and a broker that allows for service provider selection
based both on functional and QoS parameters. However, the key contribution of [16] is the algorithm that allows choosing
the offer that best matches a given request while we are more interested in specifying the dynamics of the system during
the negotiation. Furthermore, none of the above languages allowsmodelling complex negotiations, i.e. interactions in which
QoS requirements may be weakened if an agreement cannot be reached.
Synopsis. In Section 2 we recall the basic concepts about c-semirings and named c-semirings, and show they are suited to
express constraint satisfaction problems and tomodel fuzzy or probabilistic values. In Section 3 we introduce the prioritised
cc-pi calculus by describing its syntax and semantics, and we prove that our prioritised choice operator is strictly more
expressive than a choice with static priority. In Section 4 we show two examples of QoS negotiations taken from a ﬁnancial
domain using the prioritised cc-pi calculus. In Section 5 we summarise and draw some directions for future work.
2. Named constraints
Let N be an inﬁnite, countable set of names and let u, v,w, x, y, z range over names. We deﬁne (name) fusions as total
equivalence relations on N with only ﬁnitely many non-singular equivalence classes. A fusion x = y is the equivalence
relation with a unique non-singular equivalence class containing x and y. A substitution is a function σ : N → N . We denote
by [y/x] the substitution that maps x into y while leaving the other names in N unchanged. A permutation ρ is a bijective
substitution. The kernel K(ρ) of a permutation ρ is the set of names n such that ρ(n) /= n. A permutation algebra A is deﬁned
by a carrier set and by a function deﬁning how elements are transformed by the ﬁnite-kernel permutations. In our case, A
characterises the set of ‘relevant’ names of each element c of the c-semiring as the support supp(c) in A. Note that the notion
of support associated with permutation algebras resembles the concept of free names in process calculi.
We now introduce the basic concepts about c-semirings and named c-semirings. The interested reader is referred to [18,
5,4,8] for a more detailed treatment.
2.1. C-semirings
Deﬁnition 2.1. A commutative semiring is a tuple 〈A,⊕, ⊗, 0, 1〉 such that: (i) A is a set and 0, 1 ∈ A, and ⊕,⊗ : A ⊗ A → A are
binary operators making the triples 〈A,⊗, 1〉 and 〈A,⊕, 0〉 commutative monoids (semigroups with identity), satisfying the
following axioms.
a ⊗ (b ⊕ c) = (a ⊗ b) ⊕ (a ⊗ c) ∀ a, b, c ∈ A a ⊗ 0 = 0 ∀a ∈ A
Deﬁnition 2.2. A constraint semiring (c-semiring) 〈A,⊕, ⊗, 0, 1〉 is a commutative semiring such that the following two
properties hold for all a in A:
a ⊕ a = a (idempotency) a ⊕ 1 = 1 (top element)
Typical examples are the c-semiring for classical constraint satisfaction problems CSPs 〈{False,True},∨,∧, False, True〉,
the c-semiring for fuzzy CSPs 〈[0, 1],max,min, 0, 1〉, and the c-semiring of weighted CSPs 〈R+ ∪ {+∞},min, +,+∞, 0〉. Note
that the Cartesian product of two c-semirings is a c-semiring, hence this framework is also suited to model multicriteria
optimization.
Commutative semirings such that ⊕ is idempotent are well-known algebraic structures called tropical semiring. Hence,
according to our notation, c-semirings are tropical semirings with top element. Next, we brieﬂy overview some notions and
results on tropical semirings that are outlined in [18] and that we rephrase below for c-semirings.
Let  be the natural order of a semiring, i.e. the relation such that a b iff a ⊕ b = b. This relation gives us a way to
compare semiring values and constraints. Assume a c-semiring S = 〈A,⊕,⊗, 0, 1〉. S is invertible if there exists an element
c ∈ A such that b ⊗ c = a for all elements a, b ∈ A with a b; S is complete if it is closed with respect to inﬁnite sums, and
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the distributivity law holds also for an inﬁnite number of summands. It can be proved [18] that if S is complete then the set
{x ∈ A | b ⊗ x a} admits a maximum for all elements a, b ∈ A, denoted a ÷ b. Note that the idempotency of ⊗ implies that
the invertibility property holds. However, for the purpose of this paper, we simply require invertibility and completeness
while not imposing idempotency of ⊗.
2.2. Named C-semirings
Anamed c-semiring is a complete and invertible c-semiring enrichedwith anotionof name fusions, a permutation algebra
A and a hiding operator ν x. .c that makes a name x local in c. Note that in certain named c-semirings the hiding operator
coincides with the homologous operator ∃ x deﬁned in concurrent constraint programming. Formally:
Deﬁnition 2.3. A named c-semiring C = 〈C,⊕,⊗, ν x. , ρ, 0, 1〉 is a tuplewhere: (i) x=y ∈ C for all x and y inN ; (ii) 〈C,⊕,⊗, 0, 1〉
is a complete and invertible c-semiring; (iii) 〈C, ρ〉 is a ﬁnite-support permutation algebra such that every permutation ρ
distributes over ⊗ and ⊕ and is inactive on 0 and 1 ; (iv) ∀ x, ν x. : C → C is a unary operation; (v) for all c, d ∈ C and for all ρ
the following axioms hold
x=y ⊗ c = x=y ⊗ [y/x] c ρ (ν x. c) = ν x. (ρ c) if x /∈ K(ρ)
ν x. 1 = 1 ν x. ν y. c = ν y. ν x. c ν x. c = ν y. [y/x] c if y ∈ supp(c)
ν x. (c ⊗ d) = c ⊗ ν x. d if x ∈ supp(c) ν x. (c ⊕ d) = c ⊕ ν x. d if x ∈ supp(c)
The top left axiom above accounts for combining fusions and generic elements of c-semirings. According to the top right
axiom, the order of ρ and ν can be changed if x is not affected by ρ. The remaining axioms rule how the ν operation interacts
with the operations of the c-semiring and they are inspired by the analogous structural congruence axioms for restriction in
process calculi. Given C = 〈A,⊕,⊗, ρ, ν x. , 0, 1〉, a (named) constraint c is an element of A. For C ⊆ A, C is consistent if (⊗C) /= 0;
for c ∈ A, C entails c if (⊗C) c. By c≺ dwe abbreviate c d and c /= d. Examples of structures that can bemodelled as named
c-semirings are name equivalence, Herbrand constraints, and soft constraints.
Soft constraints. Given a domainD of interpretation for the set of namesN and a c-semiring S = 〈A,⊕,⊗, 0, 1〉, a soft constraint
c can be represented as a function c = (N → D) → A associating to each variable assignment η = N → D (i.e. instantiation of
the variables occurring in it) a value in A, which can be interpreted, e.g. as a set of preference values or costs. Soft constraints
can be combined by means of the operators of S. Assume Csoft is the tuple Csoft = 〈C,⊕′,⊗′, ν x. , ρ, 0′, 1′〉 such that: (i) C is the
set of all soft constraints over N , D and S; (ii) name equalities x=y are deﬁned as (x = y)η = 1 if η(x) = η(y), (x = y)η = 0
otherwise; (iii) (c1 ⊕′ c2)η = c1η ⊕ c2η; (iv) (c1 ⊗′ c2)η = c1η ⊗ c2η; (v) (ν x. c)η =
∑
d∈D (cη{d/x}), where
∑
d∈D denotes the c-
semiring sum operator and the assignment η{d/x} is deﬁned, as usual, as η{d/x}(y) = d if x = y, η(y) otherwise; (vi) (ρ c)η = cη
with η(x) = η(ρ(x)); (vii) 0′ η = 0 and 1′η = 1 for all η. It is possible to prove that Csoft is indeed a named c-semiring and that
the product⊗′ is invertible and complete provided that⊗ is so. Remark that for S = 〈{False,True},∨,∧,False,True〉, Csoft leads
to solutions consisting of the set of tuples of legal domain values. In this case, for instance, the interpretation of the constraint
c = x a ⊗ b y, where x, y are names inN , a, b are domain values inD, andhas the usualmeaning of “less than or equal” on
numbers, is that c is the function (N → D) → {False,True}, with the assignment η such that cη = True if η(x) a and b η(y),
while cη = False otherwise. For instance, we write y  2 to abbreviate a constraint such that for each η that assigns to y a
value smaller than or equal to 2 holds True, otherwise holds False. By varying the structure of the underlying c-semiring,
we can model soft constraints, i.e. constraints that return more informative values than just Booleans. As an example, if we
consider two constraints c1 and c2 deﬁned over the c-semiring for Fuzzy CSPs 〈[0, 1],max, min, 0, 1〉, the product c1 ⊗ c2 is
the minimum between the preference values of c1 and c2.
3. The prioritised cc-pi calculus
We assume a countable set of names N , ranged over by x, y, . . ., and a set of process identiﬁers, ranged over by D and we
let c range over named constraints C. The main novelty of the prioritised cc-pi calculus with respect to the original cc-pi
calculus concerns the choice operation and the ask command [20], which is a standard operator of concurrent constraint
programming for testing whether a given constraint is entailed by the store of constraints. Below we list the key changes.
(1) We remove the ask operation as a preﬁx;wewill show that the ask operation can be encoded in the prioritised calculus.
(2) We forbid outputs x〈˜y〉 from occurring as guards of a choice.
(3) We let guards be pairs consisting of a constraint and a preﬁx.
(4) We replace the non-deterministic choice by a prioritised choice.
The sets of preﬁxes and cc-pi processes are deﬁned in Table 1. The τ preﬁx stands for a silent action and the input preﬁx x〈˜y〉
stands for receiving over x amessage and fusing it to y˜. Note that unlike other process calculi, input preﬁx is not a binder. The
preﬁx tell c generates a constraint c and puts it in parallel with the other constraints, if the resulting parallel composition of
constraints is consistent, otherwise tell c is not enabled. The preﬁx retract c removes a constraint c, if c is present. Note that
tell has the same behaviour as the atomic tell operation of concurrent constraint programming, while retract differs from
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Table 1
Syntax.
Preﬁxes π ::= τ
∣∣∣∣ x〈y˜〉
∣∣∣∣ tell c
∣∣∣∣ retract c
Unconstrained processes U ::= 0
∣∣∣∣ U|U
∣∣∣∣ (x)U
∣∣∣∣ D(y˜)
∣∣∣∣ x〈y˜〉.U
∣∣∣∣ ∑ni=1 ci : πi .Ui
Constrained processes P ::= U
∣∣∣∣ c
∣∣∣∣ P|P
∣∣∣∣ (x)P
Table 2
Free names fn(P).
fn(0) = ∅ fn(τ.U) = fn(U) fn(x〈y˜〉.U) = fn(x〈y˜〉.U) = {x, y˜} ∪ fn(U) fn(π.U) = supp(c) ∪ fn(U) if π = tell c, retract c
fn(
∑
i ci : πi .Ui) = {ci}i ∪ (∪i fn(πi .Ui)) fn(D(x˜)) = fn(U) if D(x˜) def= U fn(c) = supp(c) fn(P |Q ) = fn(P) ∪ fn(Q ) fn((x) P) = fn(P) \ {x}
similar constructs for constraint removing as it underlies a multiset view of the constraint system rather than consuming
a constraint that is entailed. Unconstrained processes U are essentially processes that can only contain constraints c within
preﬁxes tell c and retract c. As usual, 0 stands for the inert process and U |U for the parallel composition. Restriction (x)U
makes the name x local in U. Output x〈˜y〉 is meant for the emission over the port x of the message y˜. A deﬁning equation
for a process identiﬁer D is of the form D(x˜)
def= U with |x˜| = |y˜|. In the prioritised choice ∑ni=1 cj : πj.Uj , a guard cj : πj is a
pair consisting of the constraint cj and the preﬁx πj . A guard cj : πj is enabled if cj is entailed by the store (like in ask cj)
and πj can be consumed. The j-th branch cj : πj.Uj of a choice can be selected only if (i) the corresponding guard cj : πj is
enabled and (ii) cj is maximal (wrt ) among the constraints ci of the other enabled branches. As in the original calculus,
constrained processes P are deﬁned like unconstrained processes U but for the fact that P may have constraints c in parallel
with processes. Hereafter, we write processes to refer to constrained processes and we adopt the usual convention of either
omitting trailing 0’s or upper extremes n in choices when not relevant.
The notion of free names of a process is extended to handle constraints by stating that the set of free names of a constraint
c is the support supp(c) of c. Formally, the set fn(P) of free names of P is inductively deﬁned in Table 2.
Reduction semantics. The reduction semantics, as usual, is given in two steps: the deﬁnition of a structural congruence, which
rearranges processes into adjacent positions, and a notion of reduction relation that captures computations.
Deﬁnition 3.1. The structural congruence relation ≡ is deﬁned as the least congruence over processes closed with respect to
α-conversion and satisfying the following rules:
P|0 ≡ P P|Q ≡ Q |P (P|Q )|R ≡ P|(Q |R) (x)0 ≡ 0 (x)(y)P ≡ (y)(x)P P|(x)Q ≡ (x)(P|Q ) if x ∈ fn(P)
D(y˜) ≡ [y˜/x˜]U if D(x˜) def= U
The above axioms can be applied for reducing every process P into a normal form (x1) · · · (xn)(C |U) where C is a parallel
composition of constraints and U is an unconstrained process. The normal form of a process is unique up to commutativity
of parallel composition. In the sequel we write P≡nfQ to mean that Q is the normal form of P.
We now formally characterise some notions that will be used in the deﬁnition of the reduction rules. Hereafter, C stands
for the parallel composition of constraints c1 | · · · | cn and, by abuse of notation we simply write:
• C consistent to mean (c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn) /= 0, where⊗ denotes the product operation of the underlying c-semiring and 0 is the
bottom element;
• C ⊗ d to mean c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn ⊗ d
• C ÷ d to mean (c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn) ÷ d
• C  d to mean (c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn) d
• C − c to mean c1 | · · · | ci−1 | ci+1 | · · · | cn if c = ci for some i, while C − c = C otherwise.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Given a process P ≡nf C |U |
∑
i ci : πi.Vi, a guard cj : πj is enabled in P if:
(1) C  cj and
(2) πj = tell c andC | c consistent orπj = z〈w˜〉andU = U1 | · · · |Un andUk = x〈˜y〉.U ′ for some x, y˜,U ′ and for some1 k  n
such that |˜y| = |w˜| and C | y˜ = w˜ consistent and C  x = z.
A guard cj : πj is amaximal enabled guard in P if cj : πj is enabled in P and there is no guard ck : πk of
∑
i πi.Vi that is enabled
in P and such that C ÷ ck ≺C ÷ cj .
The deﬁnition of enabled guard is as expected apart for the fact that we also include a constraint that must be entailed by
the actual store of constraints. As for the maximal enabled guards, intuitively the j-th branch is selected if the guard cj is
enabled and the constraint is not stronger than any other constraint entailed by the store. Note that if more than one branch
can be selected the choice is performed non-deterministically.
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Deﬁnition 3.3. Given a process P ≡nf C |U with U ≡nf U1 | · · · |Un, the acceptance set of P, AS(P), is deﬁned as follows:
AS(P) = {y〈x〉 | ∃ mwith 1 m n such that Um = ∑ri=1 πi.Vi and
πj = y〈x〉 not enabled in P and  ∃ k with 1 k  r
s.t. k < j and πk an enabled guard}.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Given a process P ≡nf C |U, with U ≡nf U1 | · · · |Un, the ready set of U, RS(U), is deﬁned as follows.
RS(U) = {x〈w〉 | ∃ mwith 1 m n such that Um = x〈w〉.Vm}.
Roughly, the acceptance set contains all the input preﬁxes that are not enabled and such that there is no further enabled
guard that is "greater". Similarly, the ready set contains the output preﬁxes that are ready to synchronise, i.e. that are not
under another preﬁx. Given a set of input preﬁxes X and a set of output preﬁxes Y , and a parallel composition of constraints
C, we say that C entails X ∩ Y = ∅, written C X ∩ Y = ∅, if for every pair x〈z〉 in X and y〈w〉 in Y , either C  x = y or C ⊗ z = w
is inconsistent. As an example, consider the process P ≡nf C | (c1 : τ.U1 + 1 : x〈y〉.U2) | (1 : z〈w〉.V1 + c2 : τ.V2). If c1 /= 1 and
c2 /= 1 then AS(P) = {x〈y〉, z〈w〉}. Let U be the process U = u〈v〉 |
∑
i c
′
i
: π ′
i
.U ′
i
. The ready set RS(U) = {u〈v〉}. For C = (x = u)
we have that C AS(P) ∩ RS(U) = ∅, because x〈y〉 ∈ AS(P) and u〈v〉 ∈ RS(U) are such that the equality of the two subjects x
and u is entailed by C and C ⊗ y = v is consistent. The condition C X ∩ Y = ∅ is used in the reduction rules to ensure that
a composition with a process in parallel does not activate any synchronisation, thus preserving the set of maximal enabled
guards. This remark is made precise in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Let P ≡nf C |V1 | · · · |Vn andU be two processes such that C AS(P) ∩ RS(U) = ∅. If cj : πj is amaximal enabled
guard in P then cj : πj is a maximal enabled guard in P |U.
Proof: By absurd, suppose that cj : πj is not a maximal enabled guard in P |U. It can be easily shown that the only reason
why a maximal enabled guard in P is not a maximal enabled guard in P |U is that U contains an output preﬁx that makes an
input guard of P a maximal enabled guard in P |U. By this remark, it follows that necessarily there are an input guard x〈y〉.V ′
i
in P and an output preﬁx z〈k〉.U ′ in U such that x〈y〉 is a maximal enabled guard in P |U. By the deﬁnition of enabled guard,
it holds that
C  x = z and C ⊗ y = k consistent. (1)
On the other side, by deﬁnition of acceptance set and ready set, it follows that x〈y〉 ∈ AS(P) and z〈k〉 ∈ RS(U). By condition
1, we can conclude that C AS(P) ∩ RS(U) = ∅, which contradicts the hypotheses. 
Below,we formally prove that the notion ofmaximal enabled guard corresponds to requiring that a guard cj : πj is enabled
and that cj is weaker than any ck of the other enabled guards ck : πk . Consequently, if a guard is enabled and its constraint
is the top element 1K of the underlying c-semiring K then it is a maximal enabled guard and, in addition, no guard whose
constraint is different than 1K can be maximal, i.e. if there is only one enabled guard with constraint 1K (which models the
normal behaviour), the system evolves deterministically. The remaining enabled guards can be regarded as exceptions.
Proposition 3.6. Given a process P ≡nf C |U |
∑n
i=1 ci : πi.Vi with ck : πk and cj : πj two enabled guards in P, then it holds that
ck ≺ cj iff ck : πk is not a maximal enabled guard in P.
Proof: This result is quite straightforward. We just prove one direction; the converse case is similar. By absurd, suppose that
ck : πk is a maximal enabled guard in P, i.e. there is no index l with 1 l  n such that C ÷ cl ≺C ÷ ck and cl : πl is enabled.
Hence, speciﬁcally, C ÷ cj ≺C ÷ ck . Since the underlying c-semiring is complete and invertible, then it follows (see [1, p. 181])
that ck ≺ cj , which is absurd. 
Corollary 3.7. Let P be the process P ≡nf C |U |
∑n
i=1 ci : πi.Vi, with cj = 1K for some j = 1, . . . ,n, with 1K the top element of the
underlying named c-semiring. If the guard cj : πj is enabled in P, then it is a maximal enabled guard in P. Moreover, if ck /= 1K for
every ck /= cj , then cj : πj is the only maximal enabled guard.
Proof: It trivially follows from Proposition 3.6 by noting that c1 for every element c of the underlying named
c-semiring. 
Deﬁnition 3.8. The reduction relation over processes → is the least relation satisfying the inference rules in Table 3.
The idea behind this reduction relation is as follows. First, rearranging processes into the normal form (x1) · · · (xn)(C |U) by
means of rule (struct). Next, applying rules (tau), (tell), and (retract) for primitives on constraints, rule (com) for synchronising
processes and rule (sum) for prioritised guarded-choice. Finally, closing with respect to parallel composition and restriction
((par), (res)). The rules for preﬁxes differ from the omologous rules in the original presentation of the calculus since here we
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Table 3
Reduction semantics.
(tau) C | d : τ.U → C |U if C  d
(tell) C | d : tell c.U → C | c |U if C | c consistent and C  d
(retract) C | d : retract c.U → (C− c) |U if C  d
(com) C | (x〈˜y〉.U) | (c1 : π1.V1 + · · · + cj : z〈w˜〉.Vj + · · · + cn : πn.Vn) −→ C | y˜ = w˜ |U |Vj ()
(sum)
C | cj : πj .Uj → P ()
C | ∑i ci : πi .Ui → P
(par)
P → P′ ()
P |U → P′ |U
(res )
P → P′
(x) P → (x) P′
(struct)
P ≡ P′ P′ → Q ′ Q ′ ≡ Q
P → Q
() cj : z〈w˜〉 maximal enabled guard in C | (x〈˜y〉.U) |
(∑
ci : πi .Vi
)
.
() cj : πj maximal enabled guard in C |
(∑
ci : πi .Ui
)
.
() If P ≡nf C |V and C AS(P) ∩ RS(U) = ∅
also require simultaneously checking whether the constraint d is entailed by the store. For instance, rule (tell) states that if
C | c is consistent and d is entailed by the store, then a process can place c in parallel with C, the process is stuck otherwise. As
expected, the operation ask c can be expressed by c : τ while the other original preﬁxes of the cc-pi calculus can be recovered
using the top element of the c-semiring and, indeed, in the following we write π.U as a shorthand for 1 : π.U. Rule (com),
rule (sum) and rule (par) are novel and achieve a form of priority over actions. According to rule (com), two processes x〈˜y〉.U
and
∑
i πi.Vi can synchronise if there is a guard cj : z〈w˜〉 that is a maximal enabled guard in C | x〈˜y〉.U |
∑
i πi.Vi. Note that
the deﬁnition of (maximal) enabled guard requires that the equality of the two channels x = z is entailed by the store C. For
example, let
P ≡nf x = z | x /= y | (z〈y〉.U + x /= y : retract x /= y.V) Q ≡nf x〈k〉.
The parallel composition P |Q has a single transition P |Q → x = z | x /= y | y = k |U. Conversely, if we take Q ′ ≡ z〈x〉 then
the input preﬁx z〈y〉 cannot successfully synchronize (x = y and x /= y are inconsistent) and hence P |Q ′ only has a transition
P |Q ′ → V |Q ′. Rule (sum) states that the branch ci : πi.Ui is selected if ci : πi is a maximal enabled guard in the list of alterna-
tives. For instance, R ≡nf x = z | (x = k : τ.U + x = z : tell x = y.V) has only a transition R → x = z | x = y |V since x = k : τ is
not a maximal enabled guard (in fact, it is not even enabled); on the other side, R′ ≡nf z = k |R has two possible transitions,
R′ → x = z | z = k |U and R′ → x = z | z = k | x = y |V as both guards are enabled and maximal. Rule (par) allows for closure
only with respect to unconstrained processes in parallel. Indeed, constrained processes running in parallel must be taken
into account when applying rules for either constraint handling ((tell), (retract)) or synchronisation ((com)). Furthermore,
as stated in Proposition 3.5, side condition () guarantees that the composition with an unconstrained process U does
not activate any additional synchronisation that could enable a guard c : x〈y〉 with c weaker (wrt ) than some constraint
belonging to a maximal enabled guard. Hence, every maximal enabled guard in P is preserved in P |U. For instance, consider
again the processes P, Q , and Q ′ above. The parallel composition P |Q |Q ′ should not execute retract x /= y, since it is not
a maximal enabled guard. Indeed, the only transition of P |Q |Q ′ can be obtained by ﬁrst applying rule (com) to P |Q and,
then, rule (par) with U = Q ′. Hence, the action performed is the synchronisation between z〈y〉 and x〈k〉.
3.1. Encoding choice with static priority
Wenow consider a variant of choice in which the ordering of priority among the alternatives is static: the selected branch
is the left-most one among those whose guards are enabled. Such an operator reminds the priority choice proposed for CCS
by Camilleri andWinskel [10]. In the case of the cc-pi calculus, this form of choice can be obtained by applying the following
modiﬁcations to the formalisation introduced in the present section.
Syntax: Changing the syntax of the choice operator in Table 1 to
∑
i πi.Pi and re-introducing the ask preﬁx.
Enabled guards: Removing condition 1) in Deﬁnition 3.2 and adding the condition for the ask preﬁx.
Maximal enabled guards: Replacing the original deﬁnition (Deﬁnition 3.2) with the following: a guard πj is a maximal
enabled guard in P ≡nf C |U |
∑
i πi.Vi if πj is enabled in P and there is no guard πk with k < j that is enabled in P. The
deﬁnition of acceptance set must be changed similarly.
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Table 4
Translation of cc-pi with static priority.
[[P]]n = 〈1K ,n + 1〉 | [[P]]
[[c]] = 〈c, 0〉 [[P |Q ]] = [[P]] | [[Q ]] [[(x) P]] = (x) [[P]] [[0]] = 0
[[x〈y˜〉.U]] = x〈y˜〉.[[U]] [[D(y˜)]] = [[U[y/x]]] if D(x˜) def= U⎡
⎣ n∑
i=1
πi .Ui
⎤
⎦ = n∑
i=1
[[πi]]i .[[Ui]]
[[τ ]]i = 〈1K , i〉 : τ [[x〈y˜〉]]i = 〈1K , i〉 : x〈y˜〉 [[tell c]]i = 〈1K , i〉 : tell 〈c, 0〉
[[retract c]]i = 〈1K , i〉 : retract 〈c, 0〉 [[ask c]]i = 〈c, i〉 : τ
Reduction semantics: The reduction rules remain unchanged, provided a rule for the ask preﬁx is re-introduced and
the deﬁnition of maximal enabled guard is substituted by the above one.
For instance, consider the process P ≡nf tell x = z.U + retract x /= z.P. Assuming a store of constraints C = x /= z, the
parallel composition C | P can initially only perform the retract action as the tell guard is not enabled (x = z and x /= z
are inconsistent). Conversely, if C = x = y then the maximal enabled guard is tell.
Belowwegivea reduction-preserving translationof theabovevariantof the calculuswith staticpriority into theprioritised
cc-pi calculus. The basic idea behind our encoding is to exploit the fact that the cartesian product of two c-semirings is a
c-semiring. Asmentioned, the cc-pi calculus is parametric with respect to the choice of underlying named c-semiring, which
is a c-semiring enriched with some structure and properties. For the purpose of our translation, the modiﬁcations on this
additional structure (e.g. in the deﬁnition of name fusions x = y) are trivial and, hence, for simplicity we will only refer to c-
semirings. Assuming the reference c-semiring of the source process P isK = 〈A,⊕K ,⊗K , 0K , 1K 〉, the c-semiring underlying the
translated process [[P]] is the cartesian product of K and the c-semiring of weighted CSPsW = 〈R+ ∪ {+∞},min,+, +∞, 0〉.
The resulting c-semiring is thus T = 〈〈A,R+ ∪ {+∞}〉, 〈⊕K ,min〉, 〈⊗K ,+〉, 〈0K ,+∞〉, 〈1K , 0〉〉. Note that in W the ordering
relation  coincides with . Hence, for instance, 21 and in T 〈c, 2〉〈c′, 1〉 if c c′. The left-hand component of each
value of the c-semiring T has the original meaning as in K while the right-hand component is used to establish an ordering
among branches of a choice. In the following, remark that 1K refers to the top element of K , while 0, 1, 2, 3, i, n are integers
that are used as values of W . Moreover, we write maximum index of a process P to denote maxk{nk}, where nk is the upper
extreme of the kth choice
∑nk
i=1 πi.Ui occurring in P.
Deﬁnition 3.9. Let P be a process of the cc-pi calculuswith static priority and let n be themaximal index of P. The translation
[[P]]n of P into a process of the prioritised cc-pi calculus is deﬁned in Table 4.
The initial step in the above encoding is to add in parallel to the translated process a constraint whose right-component
is greater than the maximum index of the process. The encoding of c is meant for changing the constraints of the source
process to be elements of T . The encoding of the guards also changes the original constraints to be elements of T and, in
addition,maps the ith guard to a guardwith the same preﬁx and 〈1, i〉 as a constraint. Consequently, since the store C contains
a constraint 〈1K ,n + 1〉, the guard with minimal index j is such that C ÷ iC ÷ j for all i greater than j. Remark also that the
ask c preﬁx can be encoded by exploiting the structure T without using an explicit ask preﬁx in the target process. For
instance, the encoding of the process P ≡nf c | tell c′.U + ask c.V is as follows:
[[P]]2 = 〈c, 0〉 | 〈1K , 3〉 | 〈1K , 1〉 : tell 〈c′, 0〉.[[U]] + 〈c, 2〉 : τ.[[V ]]
Proposition 3.10. The translation [[_]] is reduction-preserving.
Proof: [Sketch] By induction on the structure of processes and by rule induction on the reduction system. The proof exploits
the above arguments on replacing theoriginal c-semiringby thementioned cartesianproduct of c-semirings.Weonly analyse
the case of choice, which is the more interesting. Suppose P ≡ ∑nj=1πj.Uj . Let πi = tell c with i  n be the maximal enabled
guard in P (the cases with πi /= tell c can be proved similarly). Then, the only possible reduction of P is P −→ c |Ui. We
have that [[P]]n = 〈1K ,n + 1〉 |
[∑n
i=1πi.Ui
]
. The encoding of tell c, namely [[tell c]] = 〈1K , i〉 : tell 〈c, 0〉, is amaximal enabled
guard in P. Indeed, 〈1K , 1〉 : tell 〈c, 0〉 (i) is enabled because the store of constraints C = 〈1K ,n + 1〉 is consistent with 〈c, 0〉,
and C 〈1K , i〉 since i < n + 1 (hence, n + 1 is a ‘stronger’ constraint than i) and (ii) is maximal because C ÷ jC ÷ i (i.e. i j)
for all the enabled guards cj : [[πj]]. Indeed, the encoding associates to every other enabled guard πj an integer j, which is
greater than i since tell c is a maximal enabled guard. Finally, [[P]]n −→ 〈1K ,n + 1〉 | 〈c, 0〉 | [[Ui]], with [[c |Ui]] = 〈c, 0〉 | [[Ui]]. 
Example 3.11. Let P be the above-mentioned process P ≡nf c | tell c′.U + ask c.V , whose encoding is as follows:
[[P]]2 = 〈c, 0〉 | 〈1K , 3〉 | 〈1K , 1〉 : tell 〈c′, 0〉.[[U]] + 〈c, 2〉 : τ.[[V ]]
Suppose c and c′ are consistentwith eachother. Themaximal enabled guard is tell c′.U and theonly reduction is P −→ c | c′ |U.
Accordingly, [[P]]2 can only execute the tell action and evolve to 〈c, 0〉 | 〈1K , 3〉 | 〈c′, 0〉 | [[U]]. Indeed, 〈1K , 1〉 : tell 〈c′, 0〉 is (i)
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enabledbecause the store of constraintsC = 〈c ⊗K 1K , 0+ 3〉 = 〈c, 3〉 is consistentwith 〈c′, 0〉 and implies 〈1K , 1〉 (i.e.C 〈1K , 1〉
since 3 is stronger than 1) and (ii) the maximal enabled guard since C ÷ 1C ÷ 2 (i.e. 21). Similarly, if c and c′ are not
consistent, in both P and [[P]]2 the ask action is the only (maximal) enabled guard.
In the following section we show how our prioritised choice can be used to model two examples of negotiation. In
particular, the ﬁrst example is meant to show how to model the protocol followed by negotiating parties that have a given
order of preference among their possible alternatives. In this case we just need a static order of priorities and, hence, for
simplicity we will use the notation of the version of the calculus sketched in Section 3.1 rather than the translation into the
prioritised calculus. On the other side, the example in Section 4.2 is speciﬁcally tailored to highlight that our choice operator
is strictly more expressive than a choice with static priority.
4. A ﬁnance case study
We consider a credit bank scenario in which a customer requests a mortgage from a bank. This scenario is inspired by a
Finance case study of the EU Project Sensoria. The detailed interaction process is as follows:
Step I: The customer starts a credit request application and uploads her balances and a certain amount of money.
Step II: As soon as the data are uploaded, they are forwarded to a third party applicationwhich analyses themand returns
to the bank a proﬁle of the customer.
Step III: Depending of the produced proﬁle, the bank can either reject the application or make an offer. If the customer
receives an offer, she can decidewhether to accept or reject it. In this last case, the bankmay decide for an alternative
offer.
The services involved in the above scenario are the credit request service invoked by the customer to obtain a mortgage
from the bank, and a ﬁnancial service provided by a third party application and that is in turn requested by the bank in order
to obtain a customer proﬁle as a result of analysing her data.
4.1. A ﬁrst example
The parameters we focus on are: (i) the time taken by each service in order to complete its task (response time, for short)
and the cost of each service. The negotiations are as follows:
(1) The ﬁrst negotiation is between a customer and the bank: the customer speciﬁes amaximum response timewhile she
does not specify a cost because we assume this service is free for her (she will possibly be charged if she obtains the
loan).
(2) Upon reception of a credit request, the bank starts a second negotiation on the quality of service of a ﬁnancial
service. As the maximum response time for the ﬁnancial service the bank requests the same response time that it
has to ensure to the customer for the credit service. Therefore, the bank will be able to respect the contract with
the customer, provided a ﬁnancial service will in turn respect its contract with the bank. As for the cost of the
service, the bank initially offers a given price. If a ﬁnancial service satisfying the cost and response time requirements
are found, an agreement will be reached and, consequently, the negotiation (1) will be concluded successfully. By
contrast, if there is no such ﬁnancial service, the bank will offer a higher price for the same service. The negotiation
will go on until either a suitable ﬁnancial service is found or a maximum price threshold imposed by the bank is
exceeded.
Speciﬁcation in cc-pi with static priorities. We assume that customers and banks negotiate over the channel n the response
time, while banks and the third party applications negotiate over m the cost of the ﬁnancial service and the response
time. The constant rt stands for the maximal response time accepted by the customer, while oc and max represent the
initial and the maximum price offered by the bank for the ﬁnancial service, where we assume oc  max. Moreover, the
third party application sets a minimum cost rc and a minimum response time ot for the offered service. In Table 5, we
specify in the prioritised cc-pi calculus a system describing the behaviour of customer, bank, and third party application.
We model QoS requirements and guarantees in terms of CSPs (see Section 2). For the sake of simplicity, we initially
consider crisp constraints by taking the c-semiring of classical CSPs: in this case, we recall that the product operation
⊗ is interpreted as a logical ∧ and a composition of constraints is consistent if there exists a legal assignment of the
variables.
The customer starts by ﬁxing a constraint on the maximum allowed response time, then she communicates on channel n
with the bank by sending her QoS request and by receiving a channel name ca that will be used to receive the acknowledge-
ment from the bank that the negotiation succeeded. Afterwards, the bank sends a request to a third party application overm
with the response time constraint required by the customer and with an initial offered price oc. On the other side, the third
party application ﬁxes the minimum cost rc for the service and a minimum response time ot that can be guaranteed. If the
constraints placed by the three entities are consistent, i.e. there is a legal assignment of the names, the bank and the third
party application will be able to reach an agreement, and consequently the bank and the customer as well. Such agreements
are modelled as successful synchronisations over the channels m and a, respectively. Conversely, if the synchronisation
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Table 5
Credit request: cc-pi speciﬁcation.
Customerrt(n) ≡ (ctime, ca) (tell ctime rt.n〈ctime, ca〉.ca〈〉)
Bankoc,max(n,m) ≡ (btime, bcost, a) (n〈btime, a〉.
Reqoc,max(n, bcost, btime,m, a, fail)
Reqc,max(n, bcost, btime,m, a, fail) ≡ tell bcost  c.(m〈bcost, btime〉.a〈〉
+ Negc,max(n, bcost, btime,m, a, fail))
Negc,max(n, bcost, btime,m, a, fail)) ≡ retract bcost  c.(tell (max < c + 50).fail〈〉
+ Reqc+50,max(n, bcost, btime,m, a, fail))
3rd_PArc,ot(m) ≡ (vcost, vtime) (tell (vcost  rc ⊗ vtime ot).
m〈vcost, vtime〉
on m cannot take place, the bank retracts its offer and checks whether the maximum max would been exceeded by an
higher offer (action tell (max < oc + 50)). If this is the case the process fails, otherwise the bank starts making a new
offer.
As an example, consider the following system composed of a customer, a bank and two third party applications.
S ≡ (n,m)(Customer50(n) |Bank150E,300E(n,m) | 3rd_PA200E,40(m) | 3rd_PA100E,60(m))
The customer requests a maximum response time of 50 time units and the bank starts by offering 150 Euros with a maximal
offer of 300 Euros. On the other side, the two third party applications offer minimum response time of 40 and 60 for a
minimum price of 200 and 100 Euros, respectively. It is clear that the response time offered by the second third party
application does not satisfy the request by the customer: in fact, the synchronisation with the bank is never possible as it
would yield an inconsistent store of constraints
(ctime)(btime)(vtime)((ctime = btime = vtime) ⊗ (vtime  60) ⊗ (ctime  50))
On the other side, the negotiation with the ﬁrst provider can take place after the bank has increased its offer once. Formally,
the system reduces as follows. For the sake of brevity, we disregard the restricted names, the set of free names of each process
deﬁnition, and the second provider as it does not take part to the interactions. Moreover, by → we refer to a sequence of
reduction steps →.
First the customer places her own constraint and communicates with the bank:
S → ((ctime  50) | (ctime = btime) | (ca = a) | ca〈〉 |Req150,300 | 3rd_PA200E,40) ≡ S′.
Next, the bankmakes its ﬁrst offer of 150 Euros to the third party application that, in turn, places its time and cost constraints.
The synchronisationonm cannot takeplace as itwouldyield an inconsistent constraint (150 200). Hence, thebank removes
the initial offer (retract action) and checks whether themaximumwould be exceeded bymaking a greater offer (150+ 50).
Since this limit is respected, the process Req150+50,300 is activated.
S′ → (ctime  50) | (ctime = btime = vtime) | (bcost = vcost) | (ca = a)
| (bcost  200) | (vcost  200) | (vtime 40) | ca〈〉 | a〈〉.
Now, an agreement can be reached with price 200 Euros and response time ranging between 40 and 50 time units.
Let us add to the above system S a third party application 3rd_PA150E,40 that requires 150 Euro for its service. In this
case, once the constraints (vcost  200) and (vtime  50) have been placed, the minimal enabled guard is m〈btime, bcost〉
rather than retract. Hence, the prioritised reduction semantics ensures that the bank will reach an agreement only with
this additional provider rather than with 3rd_PA200E,40.
We can also slightly vary the negotiation scenario and allow each party to specify QoS requests and guarantees as
soft constraints by changing the underlying named c-semiring while keeping the same process speciﬁcation. For instance,
consider the c-semiring of Fuzzy CSPs and assume the constraint ctime  50 of the customer is replaced by the following
fuzzy constraint c (n is a meta-variable over the set of non-negative integers):
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The constraint c speciﬁes that: (i) the preference level is maximum if ctime assumes a value that is in the range [1, 50]; (ii)
the preference level is decreasing if ctime assumes a value in the range ]50, 70[; (iii) the preference level is null for any value
of ctime that is greater or equal to 70. The other constraints are translated to trivial fuzzy constraints (i.e. taking only values
0 or 1). Of course, this change in the underlying setting leads to different solutions as, for instance, a negotiation with the
third party application 3rd_PA100E,60 would now be successful in absence of more convenient agreements.
4.2. A second example
The following example is meant to show that our choice operator is strictly more expressive than any arbitrary linear
order of priority on the enabled guards and, in particular, than the choice with static priority as presented in Section 3.1.
Assume the negotiations in Section 4.1 succeeded, i.e. the bank reached an agreementwith a given third party application
3rd_PA and, upon invocation, the ﬁnancial service provided by 3rd_PA returns a customer proﬁle. Depending on such a proﬁle
the bank makes a different offer to the customer.
The above scenario can be speciﬁed in the prioritised cc-pi calculus as follows. As the underlying constraint system we
choose the cartesian product of c-semirings of classical CSPs 〈{False,True},∨,∧, False, True〉. Hence, (0, 0) and (1, 1) are the
minimum and maximum wrt to , respectively, while (0, 1) and (1, 0) are not in relation. The process through which the
bank makes an offer to the customer is represented as
B ≡ (1, 1) : π1.U1 + (1, 0) : π2.U2 + (0, 1) : π3.U3 (2)
whereπ1.U1 is theworst offer,whileπ2.U2 andπ3.U3 are twodifferentoffers that areuncomparable andbothmoreconvenient
than the ﬁrst one. The whole system B |C | P consists of the bank offer B, the customer request C (that we left implicit, for
convenience) and theproﬁle P.Weassume that P is a constraint that has beenplaced in the store by the thirdparty application
as a result of the execution of its service. P consists of a pair (c1, c2), where c1, c2 are boolean values specifying certain ﬁnancial
features of the customer, such as customer trustworthiness or whether the monthly instalment is affordable with respect to
the customer incomings. Speciﬁcally, P can take the following values:
• (1, 1) is the worst possible proﬁle; in this case the only possible offer is (1, 1) : π1.U1. In fact, in this case, if π1 cannot
synchronise with the customer since the customer does not want to reach an agreement under these conditions, there
is no alternative offer available.
• (0, 0) is the best proﬁle that can be produced; ifπ1 is not enabled then (1, 1) : π1 is themaximal enabled guard but every
constraints of B is entailed. Hence, if a synchronisation cannot take place with π1, the bank can non-deterministically
try the second or the third branch.
• (1, 0) means that in case π1 is not enabled then only (1, 0) : π2.U2 can be tried. A possible interpretation is that, for
instance, if the customer isnot trustworth theonlypossibleoffer is amortgagewithadoubled rate,while thealternative
(0, 1) : π3.U3 corresponding to a different offer cannot be tried.
• (0, 1): similarly to the above case.
It is worth noticing that the prioritised choice used in the bank offer in (2) cannot be expressed as a choice with static
priority. Indeed, this example requires using dynamic priorities that depend upon the store of constraints. Indeed, assume
to have static priorities and, for instance, to assign a higher priority to the left-most branch. Then, we have no way to express
the fact that in certain cases (when the store holds (1, 1)) the only possible alternative is the ﬁrst one, while in other cases
(e.g. when the store is (1, 0)), if the preﬁx π1 in not enabled while π2 is so then the second branch can be selected. Moreover,
if the static order of priority is linear like in Section 3.1, there is no way to represent the priorities of the second and the third
alternatives in (2), as they are not related by any order.
5. Conclusions
In this work we have considered a prioritised version of the cc-pi calculus in which the alternatives in a choice have a
dynamic priority rather than being selected non-deterministically. The introduction of a prioritised choice operator requires
non-trivial changes with respect to the reduction semantics of the original calculus, for two main reasons. First, the rule
for choice must only allow for reduction steps corresponding to maximal enabled guard while inhibiting the other enabled
guards. Second, the rules concerning parallel composition cannot activate further synchronisations, thus preserving the set
of maximal enabled guards.
We plan to investigate whether introducing the prioritised choice effectively increases the expressive power of the stan-
dard ask operator.We conjecture that an encoding of the cc-piwith priorities into the original calculus could be provided. The
basic trick would be to design a customised constraint system that enriches the original one and to translate each prioritised
choice as a sum of ask operators along with a convenient store of constraints such that the same alternatives are activated
in the source and target calculi.
We claim that our paper ﬁts within the theoretical foundations of Service Oriented Computing. However, we would be
interested in trying to bridge the gap between our approach and modern technologies in this area. Speciﬁcally, we intend to
make our model more realistic by addressing issues like how the constraint solving mechanism should be used in practice
and by adding explicit notions of time and probabilities.
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